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How did the two of you get togeth-

er?

Linda: I started breeding in the 70s

and my earliest Bichons came from

the Chaminade, Chamour and

Reenroy lines. In the 80s I took

some time off to finish my PhD but

continued my involvement with the

breed by supporting other breeders,

working with Bichon rescue groups,

and the Bichon Frise Club of San

Diego and Bichon Frise Club of

America. I met Deb during her

involvement with Bichon rescue

and I admired the passion she had for the

health and well-being of the breed, and

the work she had accomplished in reha-

bilitating so many Bichons. She appeared

to be on a mission to create “the healthi-

est Bichons on the planet”. We decided

to join forces and reactivate the

Hollyhock kennel.

How do you divide up the breeding

responsibilities between the two of you?

Linda: I research pedigrees, health histo-

ries, and recommend most of our breed-

ing plans. Deb keeps us current with

health and nutrition insight and is also

the organizer of our records, puppy rear-

ing activities and our website. 

How do you select your breeding pairs?

Linda: We begin by looking at what we

have in our current dogs; what they have

produced and what we’d like to improve

upon. Then we scout for potential match-

es that can help us toward that end. We

are frequent visitors to dog shows and

we use those as scouting opportunities

for dogs that may complement what we

have. We focus on beautiful heads, won-

derful movement and loving tempera-

ments. We only work with breeders that

are transparent in disclosing their health

histories and we leverage the OFA testing

as a foundation for that.

We also feed our bitches differ-

ently when they are pregnant. In

the first month we supplement

the bitch’s regular diet with spe-

cial treats of primarily raw organ

meats (beef liver, turkey hearts

and gizzards). Around day 40 we

change her diet to our preferred

puppy food – lightly cooked fresh

frozen real food, feeding her 2-4

servings per day with DHA. We

also try to get her to drink more

by adding water or no-salt broth

to her treats and food to keep her

well hydrated. 

We feed our adult Bichons a freeze

dried raw food or a lightly cooked, fresh

frozen real food.

What things do you do to prepare for

the birth day and potential emergen-

cies?

Linda: Since I’m the primary whelper, I

want to know how many pups are

expected, and if there’s likely to be com-

plications with the delivery. We schedule

an x-ray about 10 days before the due

date to check on the number, size and

position of the babies. Then the bitch

comes to my house to begin her nesting

process. All of our Bichons are familiar

Do you do anything special to prepare

your Bichons for breeding?

Linda: Typically we want any bitch we

choose to breed to be at least two years

old, a finished AKC champion, and has

passed her OFA health tests for eyes,

heart, hips and patellas. We have the

same requirements for any dogs we

select to be the sire of our litters. If we

have a young dog from our own line and

we want to see what he can produce we

may breed him before he’s two if he

passes his OFA tests. We would only use

him with our own bitches.

Deb: We do a few things differently

when it comes to the health and nutrition

of our girls when they are about to be

bred or are already pregnant. First we

make sure they are at their ideal body

weight. We stop any supplements they

may be taking. If they are on medication

for any reason or have any vaccinations

coming up we do not breed them during

that cycle. When the timing is right, we

do progesterone testing to make sure the

breeding is planned for the optimal days.

We breed in an isolated area where the

boy and girl don’t have the distractions

of the other dogs.

Typically the girls are at my house

and the boys stay at Linda’s house. We

rendezvous at my house for the breeding.
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with both or our homes, so they are com-

fortable making the move. At my home

things are a bit more laid back and the

bitches seem to know it’s the “birthing

place”. The week before her due date I

begin taking her temperature (morning

and night) and then I coordinate the

anticipated timing of the delivery with

our local vet. just in case we have an

emergency to deal with. If complications

arise during the delivery we are just a

few minutes away from our vet. If it's

after hours the emergency vet is also just

minutes away. If at any time we feel the

bitch is in distress, we don't hesitate to

go to the vet. 

Deb is “on call” and drives over to

assist with the whelping once I see con-

tractions have begun. We work as a team

to make sure each baby is delivered and

that the mommy is not distressed. I

makes a remarkable difference in the

confidence of our puppies. 

I begin weighing them daily after the

first week and I check their toenails and

clip them as needed. By this time the

pups should have doubled their birth

weights. Once their eyes and ears are

open I begin introducing some deliberate

noises like gentle music, but I also don’t

shelter them from everyday more

startling noises, like the TV or vacuum

cleaner. 

We start holding them and cuddling

them the day they are born, and after a

few days I usually have a puppy in my

lap, or on my chest, whenever I’m

watching TV or reading.

How do you wean your litters?

Linda: When I notice the pups are start-

ing to try to get up on all four legs I

move them to a larger enclosure. They

now learn to stand on a more solid

surface and they can move around and

explore more. 

Up until now they have been in a

smaller Pack-And-Play sleeping area, in

a separate room where mom can feel

they are safe and away from the other

dogs in the house. Their larger area is in

a more common area of my home. I use

an exercise pen with their bed at one end

and they have more room to roam as

they are learning to walk. Their eyes and

ears are open by then and they seem to

enjoy exploring and looking through the

pen at the other things happening in my

home. 

record the delivery

details and Deb

takes photographs

and videos of the

event if time per-

mits. Once all the

babies have arrived

and are nursing, we

sit back and breathe!

Depending on the

time of day, we take

mom and babies to

our vet for their

birthday wellness

check. All vital

signs and notes are

recorded by the vet

for their birth day and as a

second verification to our own

records. 

Once the puppies have arrived,

what do you do for the first few

weeks when they are not doing

much other than nursing?

Linda: For the next few weeks

the mom and babies enjoy their

quiet time at my home. They are

going through what we call the

“baked potato stage”. I make

sure everyone is nursing well

and I weigh them twice a day to make

sure they are plumping up. I also keep

close tabs on the mommy to make sure

she is eating, drinking and taking her

potty breaks, and that she is not losing

weight.

We take the mom and pups to the

vet on day two or three

to have the pup’s dew

claws removed and to

give everyone another

wellness check. A few

days later I begin their

“puppy exercises”. We

follow the Early

Neurological

Stimulation exercises

as documented by Dr.

Carmen Battaglia,

which we have found
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As they get more mobile,

they also start peeing and pooping

more and their mom is spending

less and less time cleaning up

after them. I put a pee pad just

outside their sleeping area so

when they wake up and have to

eliminate they crawl out of their

bed and onto the pad. 

Between nursing times I

introduce a bowl of goat’s milk

and a very small amount of

mashed up puppy food so they

can learn to lap it up. If they start

pooping more, and mom is not cleaning

things up, that’s my signal to transition

them to Deb for their next level of rear-

ing.

Deb: The pups move to my house when

they are about four weeks old. They are

generally mobile now and they are hun-

gry for more than just mom’s milk and a

bowl of goat’s milk mash. I have a large

play area set up in an area of the home

that gets routine traffic and noise from

the Bichons and humans that live here.

The puppies have a kennel inside the pen

where they take their naps and learn to

go in and out on their own. Their pen is

small at first and we enlarge it as they

grow and need more space. I start to

teach the pups that there are designated

places in their pen to eat, to pee and

poop, to play and to nap. 

When it comes to weaning, I

increase the amount of puppy mash and

goat’s milk they are getting and I change

the texture to be less mushy every day.

Within a week they can tolerate small

chunky pieces of food and I can use

small kibble bits in their treat ball. 

The puppy food we use is a lightly

cooked, fresh frozen real food formulated

for puppies (My Perfect Pet Buckaroo

Blend). I also introduce some soft food

for rewards when I see them pee or poop

in their designated potty spot. I put soft

food on my finger for them to lap off

(like liverwurst or cream cheese). 

Because I feed them at designated

times it’s easy for me to check their pees

and poops, so I have a good idea of who

is eating and how much food they are

eliminating vs digesting. They usually

pee and poop soon after eating, then they

nap and/or nurse, then they eliminate

again when they wake up. It gets to be a

fairly predictable routine if you keep

them on a schedule.

I weigh the pups once a week at a

minimum unless I suspect someone is

overeating or undereating, or if I detect

unusual size or consistency in their elim-

inations. Then I weigh daily until their

weights or eliminations are back in line.

We’ve heard you are very “hands on”

when it comes to puppy development.

What is your routine like for exercises

and socialization?

Linda: Yes, we are very “hands on”

from the moment they are born. We

assist the mom during the birth process

and we make sure every pup is nursing

normally. I am constantly monitoring

both mom and pups so I can intervene

immediately if I notice any challenges.

Beyond that, in the first two weeks I am

handling them several times a day,

whether it be for their daily weight

checks, their Early Neurological

Stimulation exercises, or just to make

sure everyone gets their share of

smooches and cuddles.

Deb: Once the pups begin walking we

introduce obstacles to their play area. An

obstacle could be as simple as an empty

toilet paper roll or an empty water bot-

tle – anything that forces them to go

around the object or move it out of their

way. 

Each week we introduce specif-

ic types of toys that provide differ-

ent levels of stimulation and that

are appropriate to their emotional

development. We start with larger

toys that have a variety of textures.

They can climb on these and not

get hurt. Some toys squeak or

crackle when they crawl over them

and that provides another level of

desensitization. It’s fun to watch

their reactions. Once I see they are

ready to start dragging their toys

around I introduce some smaller ones

that are easy for them to pick up. That’s

when I see some of them starting to play

“hide the toy” or “tug” with their litter-

mates. 

Other than the toys, I try to intro-

duce one new “experience” each day. A

new experience could be as simple as a

new type of floor texture (like grass), a

new sound (like dropping a metal cake

pan on the hard kitchen floor) or new

people talking to them and picking them

up for a cuddle. 

Each week we have new experiences

and socialization opportunities that are

planned and deliberate and that are based

on the litter’s emotional and develop-

mental age. 

I work on potty training, teaching

them to use the doggie door (and hope-

fully eliminate outside) and they get a

wide variety of indoor and outdoor expe-

riences. We are fortunate to live in an

area of the country where you can count

on nice weather, so they even get some

pool training when they are old enough. 

We follow many of the guidelines in

the Puppy Culture system of raising

puppies developed by Jane Killion. 

There’s so much to do and so little

time to do it. The puppies will thrive if

you make the time to provide them with

an abundance of experiences before

sending them off to their new homes. It’s

a daily chore, but well worth it. Still, we

often feel that our work is not complete

unless we keep the pups with us for at
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least 10 to 12 weeks.  

When they do go a

home, we send them with

“instructions” to show the

new owners what experiences

they need to provide their

puppy during their first two

years of development.

Fortunately, our new puppy

owners are very receptive to

our suggestions, and the

results speak for themselves

when we get such great feed-

back from the families that

have one of our puppies.

They report that they are

smart and confident little creatures.

How do you find and select prospective

puppy owners?

Deb: Most of our puppy owners have

found us through word of mouth or after

visiting our website. We also get many

inquiries from the AKC Marketplace

where litter announcements are posted.

Most of our placements are with families

that are grieving the loss of a Bichon or

that want to add another Bichon to their

family. We initially screen applications,

using a comprehensive email response to

the application they submit through our

web site. That email response tells them

a little about our breeding and rearing

philosophies and our price, and then asks

them to respond if they have additional

questions or want to be put our waiting

list. If they respond to that initial email,

we usually call them to begin a more

personal conversation. We want to make

sure that, if they do get a puppy from

us, they will commit to following our

recommendations for veterinary care,

nutrition, grooming and socialization

of their puppy.

Our website has some special

areas that were developed specifical-

ly for prospective new puppy own-

ers. We keep “litter diaries” that

allow people to watch what we do

with the puppies each week as we

are raising them. They can see the

pups in action. We share photos and

videos for each week of their develop-

ment. As they learn more about each

puppy and our process, they often con-

tact us with more questions or comments

and we get to know the families better.

That helps us start to get a feel for which

puppy might be a good match for each

family.  

We also ask prospective families to

log in to a protected area of our website

where we post some “homework” for

them to begin reading. We cover many

topics related to raising a puppy, and

specifically to raising a Bichon. These

articles include ones that we have

authored, and some that we have

received permission to share with

prospective puppy owners. Several arti-

cles are designated “required reading”

and we can tell if families have done

their homework as we continue ongoing

dialogues with them. This special

resource library covers topics on veteri-

nary care, nutrition, grooming and social-

ization, and should be a useful

tool for them to access as they

raise their puppy. 

Another area of our website

which families find helpful is

where we share the products we

use with our Bichons. This is a

publicly accessible area that cov-

ers everything from food to

grooming tools to toys we use.

Those pages help them find

products they might need when

getting ready to bring their new

puppy home. We point them to

this area when they ask ques-

tions like, “what do you use for

________” or “where can we buy

___________”.

What’s the process you follow when it’s

time for your puppies to start going

home?

Deb: By the time “going home” week

rolls around, we have already developed

a great relationship with our puppy fami-

lies, and they have been busy setting up

an area in their home that is very similar

to the setup the pups have here at my

house. That certainly makes for a

smoother transition and we encourage

them all to do this. 

The day they come to pick up their

puppy we give them a new puppy orien-

tation, that includes going over the

details in our puppy contract and some of

the required homework reading. Then we

give them their “going home swag bag”

which contains “startup items” that they

probably did not think to have on hand,

like baby wipes for sanitizing

paws, eye care items, a dental

kit, shampoo, grooming tools

(clippers, comb and brush), and

a few toys their puppy has

played with. We also give them

a “going home blanket” that the

puppies and their mom have

slept on for a few days. That

allows the puppy to take the

scent of their siblings and

mommy home with them. We
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usually ask the puppy owners to

put this blanket in their travel carri-

er for the puppy to be comforted by

on the way home. 

About half of our puppies go

to families that are not within driv-

ing distance. For those puppies, we

fly with them to the airport nearest

their new home. The new puppy

owner picks up the tab for our

round trip flight and for their

puppy’s one way flight.

Next we do a very thorough

Q&A session to make sure the new own-

ers feel comfortable and ready to contin-

ue the process we’ve started in raising

their Bichon. When it’s time to say good-

bye, we take a “going home photo” of

the new owners, their new puppy and the

puppy’s mom.

What things do you do to follow up with

your puppy placements?

Deb: The first thing we do is contact the

new owners the day after they get their

puppy home, to make sure they arrived

safely and that the puppy is eating, pee-

ing and pooping as expected. We go over

any issues that they are experiencing that

might suggest a stressful transition and

we nip that in the bud. 

Next, our puppy contract requires

new owners to take their puppy to their

local vet within three days for a wellness

check. We also ask them to have them

verify that their vet will follow our rec-

ommended minimal vaccination protocol

(as published by Dr. Jean Dodds).

Typically we have already established

that their vet has agreed to do so, but we

follow up with them to make sure there’s

no deviation from the vaccination plan.

The wellness check also gives us an

opportunity to get any feedback their vet

has about the condition of our puppy. 

We keep a calendar for each litter

and we send out email reminders to

make sure the new owners are following

the appropriate vaccination protocol. We

follow up with phone calls if a week

passes and we have not verified that the

vaccination has been completed. 

We also send out email reminders to

educate new puppy owners to look for

dental issues where their puppy’s baby

teeth may be starting to crowd their adult

teeth. Other reminders are sent to educate

them about age-appropriate puppy exer-

cises and socialization that should be tak-

ing place (like age-appropriate puppy

play dates). We feel this is critical in

their first year of development, so we try

to keep families on track so they don’t

miss a developmental “window of oppor-

tunity” when it comes to socialization

and training outside the home. 

Most of our new puppy owners

share photos and stories with us pretty

regularly during their puppy’s first year.

We post their updates on the litter diaries

on our website so the families of their

puppy’s siblings can see how they are all

growing up. As the weeks go by, we wel-

come phone calls from our puppy own-

ers, as they seek advice about veterinary

suggestions, nutritional choices and

grooming tips. Most of these families

have raised Bichons before and have had

challenges in these areas AND they have

lost contact with their breeders, so they

have no current Bichon resource to lever-

age. 

It’s rewarding to find puppy owners

that are passionate about the breed and

that want to take a new approach in rais-

ing their next Bichon. We are happy to

share what has worked well for us.

Are there any final thoughts you'd like

to leave with prospective puppy owners

or other breeders reading this article?

Deb: For prospective puppy owners,

don't just blindly follow the advice of

your current veterinarian. Find a holis-

tic vet, or one that takes an integrative

approach to caring for your pets AND

a vet that will follow a minimal vacci-

nation protocol. 

When it comes to nutrition, feed a

species-specific and age-appropriate

diet of raw and fresh foods, and avoid

processed products like most kibble.  

Also, be aware of things in your

environment that could have long-

term health ramifications for your pets.

Watching the educational series called

The Truth About Pet Cancer gives a

good overview of many of these issues,

with interviews and studies by leading

animal health and cancer specialists.

(http://thetruthaboutpetcancer.com)

Linda: For breeders, be very deliberate

in your breeding plans. Make sure your

bitches and sires are OFA tested and

make sure the bitch is at her ideal body

weight. Learn from your past breeding

and be on a mission to improve some-

thing with each litter.   

During the pregnancy, put your bitch

on a special diet that will benefit both

her and the puppies as they are develop-

ing. 

Make sure you have enough time to

be very hands-on for the 10 or 12 weeks

the puppies will be raised by you. 

Be aware of puppy developmental

stages and provide them with experi-

ences that leverage these critical time-

lines.  

Educate your new puppy owners

about what puppies need in the first year

or two with respect to their physical and

emotional development.  

Stay connected with your new puppy

families and commit to being their

resource for the lifetime of their Bichon.

If you would like more information

about the mentors we follow or the prod-

ucts we use in raising our Bichons,

please visit our website,

HollyhockBichons.com.

I


